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 aptop !ot #ubuntu is the Ubuntu support channel, for all Ubuntu-related support questions. Please use #ubuntu-offtopic for other topics (though our!guidelines apply there too). Thanks! !pm Please ask your questions in the channel so that other people can help you, benefit from your questions and answers, and ensure that you're not getting bad advice. !pm | agent_white agent_white: Please ask your
questions in the channel so that other people can help you, benefit from your questions and answers, and ensure that you're not getting bad advice. cajunspice, i am guessing you are just looking for more people with the problem and not just cajun cajunspice, but my wifi worked out of the box with buntu, but I did install buntu-restricted-extras, so that might be the difference cajunspice, i'll have a look
at the forums, thanks for the heads up @ubottu: MonkeyDust - Do you understand the order in which I am asked to pm him? :) O.o captine, indeed. I just wanted to know if I wasn't the only one. thanks for the heads up As I said, I'm willing to help in such a situation, but I'm not willing to PM anyone who's not willing to answer the same questions I was asked. agent_white i know, i just wanted to see if

you do understand agent_white, it's called turning on the logging function Hahah, MonkeyDust. Just saw the @ubottu. agent_white, and apparently it's turned on in #ubuntu cajunspice: Logging functionality - That's why I was asking for an ubuntu-specific channel. ah, gotcha cajunspice, here is a bug report of someone with a Wifi issue in a 82157476af
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